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It’s true.  Diagnosing a vertical root fracture can be a diagnostic dilemma.   Remember to 

differentiate between a cracked tooth and a vertical root fracture.  Get clarity on the definitions so 

that you can communicate better with your patients and/or specialists.  And remember that a dirty 

tooth can mimic a fractured root, so make sure you investigate properly or you may extract a 

perfectly good tooth.   

 

In order to make sure that you are properly diagnosing a fracture and not misdiagnosing a tooth 

that just needs to be retreated asking these few questions to your patient may be helpful.   

 

1. How old is the root canal? 

 

2. Do you remember if a rubber dam was used during the procedure?  You would be 

surprised how many people say no.  If they did not use a dam...then we know that there is 

big potential for a serious bacterial contamination issue.  Remember root canals can fail 

because either new bacteria is getting back in or old bacteria was never taken out.   

 

3. How long after the root canal did you get the tooth restored?  If it was over 2-3 weeks 

after the root canal...again...contamination OR a crack could be the issue.   

 

My thought process is pretty streamlined these days. These are the signs that I look at to help 

diagnose a vertical root fracture:  Notice that these signs may be a bit similar to what you just 

read in the cracked tooth download.   

 

1. Look for adequate root canals.  

There should be no obvious reason for root canal failure.  No missed canal...no new 

decay...no other way for bacteria to get in.  Remember root canals can fail because old 

bacteria was never taken out or new bacteria is getting back in.  Don’t fall for the trap of a 

root canal that looks pretty on the x-ray, because it could be black inside.  Sometimes you 

have to access it to find out.   
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2. Remember the teeth that are most susceptible to a VRF 

Remember that mandibular second molars... mesial roots of mandibular molars… and 

premolars are really susceptible to cracks that could turn into vertical root fractures. 

 

3. Look for fractured porcelain on existing crowns 

 

4. Look for other missing teeth and learn their stories   

What happened to them?  Why are they missing?  Maybe the same thing is happening to 

the culprit tooth.   

 

5. Look for wear facets  

Look for any wear on the teeth and listen for any clenching and grinding history… and just 

look at their overall occlusion. For example… like a lone standing molar. 

 

6. Look for posts under restorations   

Is the post loose or does it keep coming out?   

 

7. Evaluate the cone beam if you have one and look for particular patterns of bone loss  

 

8. Always probe teeth  

A tooth that probes and also has a highly placed sinus tract can be a sign that there is a 

vertical root fracture. 

 

9. Visualize the tooth with a microscope   

The tooth may need to be accessed to properly assess the area for a crack...a missed 

canal or any bacterial contamination.  This is where the microscope can be really powerful 

because it will show you the true etiology of root canal failure.   Many times I can only 

diagnose a V-R-F when I can see it with my microscope. But sometimes the fracture is so 

fine...it is very hard to see.  

 

10. A sinus tract on both the buccal and the lingual is not a good sign.   

This is usually a give away that the tooth is fractured. 
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11. Look at the radiographic appearance. 

Be careful with this one.  Sometimes a root canal that is failing from a missed canal or 

poor disinfection can also have a J-shaped radiolucency and can also have the typical 

radiographic halo. 

 

       12. Exploratory surgery. 

Sometimes you just have to see it to believe it. You as a general dentist may not do this 

procedure, but it may still be an option for the patient.  So know when to utilize your 

specialist, they can flap the area and inspect the root directly.   
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